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ABSTRACT: The medieval period of Khmer history witnessed stone extraction and construction on a monumental scale throughout Cambodia and the neighbouring boarders of Thailand and Laos. This paper attempts to
delve further into the methods and techniques of the ancient Khmer stonemasons, and the quarrying procedures undertaken at various remote locations where the occurrence of sandstone benefited construction endeavours. This paper reveals the exploitation of arkose sandstone in two categories: 1) sandstone that was extracted from sound bedrock, either from rock plateaus, valleys, riverbeds, and mountain ranges; 2) sandstone
construction material that was acquired from eroded escarpments in the form of slabs and idle boulders, including stone material utilized from rock fall debris. Archaeological evidence drawn from quarry markings provides an insight to explore different periods of stereotomy, and the possible migration of knowledge and skills
by stonemasons.

INTRODUCTION
The Angkor period of Cambodian Khmer history is thought to have been between A.D 802 and 1431 (Chandler
1992, p.29). An investigation into ancient Khmer sandstone exploitation is long overdue, as only recently have
scholars been able to access much of the information on this subject and engage in opportunities to research
suspected quarry sites. New methods of attaining information on lost Khmer quarries are now brought to light,
alongside compilations of past authors' material, and forgotten quarry sites have been located and resurveyed.
This paper addresses ancient stone masonry and quarrying procedures conducted by the Khmer Empire to
exploit massive volumes of dimensional stone for the construction building material used in ancient Khmer
temples, monuments and sculptures. The research presented herein was collated during field studies undertaken by the author, focusing on archaeological evidence left in and amongst numerous Khmer stone quarries, temple monuments and sculptures located in Laos, Thailand and Cambodia.
The basic stone quarrying methods achieved by the ancient Khmer Empire were thought to have been integrated from India (Dumarcay 2005, p. 60-61). The art for quarrying laterite soil material into masonry is also suspected to have been introduced from the Indian subcontinent and the intermediate civilizations of Ceylon (Sri
Lanka), Sumatra and Java (Indonesia) (Pendelton 1948, p.178).
According to the research conducted by Garnier in the nineteenth century, the majority of stone masonry
hewn for Angkor's temple monuments came from the extensive rock outcrops of Phnom Kulen, (Saurin 1952, p.
626) and the adjacent southeastern foothills known as Phnom Bei. The pale grey, yellow and red-brown sandstone most widely exploited as building material during the ancient Khmer Empire may generally be regarded
as arkose sandstone, petrographically classified as feldspathic arenite (Uchida et. al. 1998, p. 415). This variety
of sandstone is relatively easy to quarry and can be either conglomerate or friable on certain high elevations,
or compact and fine grained on particular low elevations.
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Figure 1: (Left) Location of relevant sites; Figure 2: (Right) Southeast Phnom Kulen, Cambodia.
The organization of quarrying activities, methods, tools and technology provide an understanding into different periods of stonework. To further comprehend the methods used to quarry, cut and dress stone, it is imperative to analyze examples of tool markings, such as chisels, wedges, hammers, axes, picks and spear-like poles.
Advances in science and technology have contributed to surveying investigations within the Angkor region of
Cambodia (Evans; Fletcher 2003), such as the utilization of AIRSAR data (Priestly 2004, p.1), which has attempted to reveal the locations of ancient Khmer quarry ruins situated in remote areas; thus granting more effective ground reconnaissance. However, despite the fact that the recent rediscoveries of Khmer quarries are
mentioned in various research papers, the author believes that the location of the sites and their detailed descriptions need to be further discussed.
STONE PROVENANCE
Within the whole scope of stone construction procedures, the need to categorize and monitor available stone
resources would have been of great importance to the Khmer engineers. Stonemasons would have known the
locations for the different qualities of sandstone and the available bulk volume of bedrock, as well as the areas holding freestone, which could provide material of lesser structural importance. Various quarries located
on different elevations, with diverse strata layers, could account for the changes in the quality and appearance of the stone used (Saurin 1952, p. 621).
Logistics, in terms of the distances to transport stone masonry to a construction site within a scheduled time
frame, would have dictated to some degree the choice of the quality of the material to be utilized. In this
sense, large masonry blocks may have been issued from quarries closest to the monument, and smaller blocks
could have been taken from quarries that were located further away from the building site. The distance or
proximity of the quarries did not hinder the exploits by the ancient stonemasons. A distance of at least 40 km
was even considered (Grosslier 1921, p. 141). Overall, the need for larger architectural components, which
were often acquired from exposed quarried bedrock, took precedence in quarry management. The material
utilized for naga sculptures, balustrades, lintels, pillars, false doors and large pedestals probably had a reserved
priority.
QUARRYING METHODS VS. SANDSTONE BEDDING AND DECAY
The factors that determine the shape and development of a quarry design would usually be governed by the
availability of dimensional stone, versus the size and shape of the desired material. It is necessary to observe
the sediment layering within the rock bed and to identify fault lines and fractures throughout the bedrock and
boulder stones. Stone material was of great importance to the Khmers and would have been analyzed prior to
any construction endeavors requiring sound masonry and blocks for sculptural strength.
A previous survey that conducted testing on the magnetic susceptibility of akose sandstone has granted an
estimate graph of the history of Khmer stone masonry for many Angkor monuments. This scientific data reveals
the stages of the construction process of temple monuments, as well as supplies evidence of different varieties
and amounts of sandstone building material. The data further indicates that different qualities of stone masonry were supplied from several quarries. At least seven quarrying locations are thought to have existed and
provided most of the sandstone masonry for many temples (Uchida et. al. 2003, p. 223).
The development of Khmer stone extraction can be observed in the way quarrymen interpreted and utilized
the structure of rock and its strata. A quarry located atop a small hillock situated southeast of Sisaphon, Cambodia (Aymonier 1999), supplied stone for the unfinished temple of Preah Net Preah. The bedrock is composed
of a slightly conglomerate variety of sandstone, of a yellow to brown color. Rectangular and square masonry
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blocks were removed from the bedrock, often at an incline, as shown in Fig.3, which can prove to be architecturally detrimental. It is understood that the sandstone bedding strength of sedimentary rock is greatest if split
horizontally along the bedding plane of the bedrock and placed accordingly in the same way, when utilized
as masonry material. However, during the development of early Khmer construction, the engineers may not
have taken this aspect into consideration, or at least not until 200 years later (Uchida et al. 1996, pp. 388-389).
TOOLS AND CARVING
On a south face alcove located on the outer gallery wall of the Bayon monument, Angkor, there is a sculpted
relief that shows ancient Khmer stonemasons and construction workers holding chisel instruments and an axe,
as shown in Fig. 4. Various ancient Khmer chisels have been unearthed by Japanese researchers at Bayon
Temple, and during anastolysis work at the Prasat Suor Prat monument, Angkor (Suzuki 2003, p. 159).
The axe may have been used in a variety of ways, such as for cutting wood and dressing stone masonry.
Craftsmen may have used stone adzes or mauls to break off sections of unnecessary stone. However, to conduct fine masonry finishing, the manipulation of an axe in a delicate manner can be of great value to reduce
the face of stone material to a desired level prior to scrub sanding (Warland 1929, p. 1). This facing technique
is acknowledged from procedures that may have been conducted on pillars, as shown in Fig. 5. The face of
the stone was in the process of being leveled by chiseling many successive rows of small ruts to the stone surface and applying the axe in an action to slice or shave sections off.
EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS OF QUARRYING TECHNIQUES AND METHODS
In order to exemplify the different stages and development of ancient Khmer stone quarrying, we will describe
and analyze the author's findings at quarry sites surrounding the Vat Phu area, Phnom Kulen, Khao Phra Vihan
(Prasat Preah Vihear), Sa Trao/Sa Krao, Si Khiu, Ban Kruat, the O'Mealea riverbed, O'Thmor Dap quarry and
Don Enn (Don Enn is the author's transliteration of the name locals in the vicinity attribute to this area).
Vat Phu
To begin the task of interpreting the advances in quarrying procedures, it is necessary to analyze stone dissections from the quarry area at Vat Phu, Laos, where many slabs and bolder stones have been worked on site into desirable sizes, using different methods from possibly different periods.
An older method of acquiring masonry from large cliff fallen or isolated debris involved a process of cutting
large furrows or trenches into the stone, before placing the wedges in a vertical fashion to penetrate the
depth of the stone for splitting. This practice ensured the removal of the deteriorated exfoliation on the stone

Figure 3: (Left) Preah Net Preah quarry, Figure 4: (Center) Relief, Bayon, Figure 5: (Right) Masonry, Koh Ker

Figure 6: (Left) Older method, Vat Phu. Figure 7: (Center) Newer method, Vat Phu
Figure 8: (Right) Phnom Kulen Plateau quarry
surface that would have otherwise hindered the efficiency of the procedure (see Fig. 6). A novel, more refined, and advantageous approach of stone separation at Vat Phu is noted in Fig. 7. The enormous slabs of
stone are quite fine grained, and the confidence of the quarryman to proceed with the splitting of a parallel
volume of stone can be understood. Less attention was directed to the width and depth of the chiseled
channels for inserting wedges, as can be seen from an already detached rectangular mass using the same
procedure. A similar extraction method is also acknowledged at the Ban Kruat quarry in Thailand.
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Phnom Kulen
Historical quarrying activities are also evident atop Phnom Kulen, Cambodia (Boulbet 1979, p. 61). This site provides traces of ancient stone exploitation from the plateau bedrock that are similar to the older techniques
observed at Vat Phu, as well as other working methods that resemble garden beds (Parmentier 1939, p. 61) arranged in long rectangular parallel sections of more than 20 meters in length, as shown in Fig. 8. The quarry is
thought to have provided material for lintel, threshold and doorway masonry during the reign of Jayavarman II
(Boulbet 1979, pp. 60-61). The stone surface color is predominantly brown to grey, revealing a white coloration
when cut. Exposure and vegetation considerably deteriorated the texture of the sandstone surface, leaving
no current evidence of vertical and horizontal wedge splitting methods. The rock ledges exhibit chiseled cuts
and other marks possibly made with a stone adze or maul.
Khao Phra Vihan (Prasat Preah Vihear)
Sandstone was also quarried next to the temple site of Khao Phra Vihan (Prasat Preah Vihear), situated between the Thai and Cambodian boarders. Numerous areas where stone was extracted on the cliff face, as
well as to the west of the temple site, provide many examples of stone removal. A large curved wall resembling the negative space of an extracted block is thought to have supplied one of the convex capping blocks
for the cruciform roof of the inner mandapa (see Fig. 9). Extraction marks observed on the cliff rock include
pick cutting and chiseling in a herringbone fashion, as shown in Fig. 10, suggesting that these methods were
needed for the extraction of harder, more compact sandstone.
Other stone resources used for Khao Phra Vihan (Prasat Preah Vihear) came from the Sa Trao/Sa Krao reservoir,
which initially functioned as a quarry, situated approximately 1 km north of the temple site. The surface of the
sandstone from this quarry is quite friable and partially conglomerate. This type of material was perhaps used
to supply hidden core masonry, due to its inability to hold decorative carving. Fig. 11 shows a narrow line of
stockpiled cut masonry blocks adjacent to the quarry.
Si Khiu
Two other resources of Khmer stonemasonry of a later period are located in Thailand. The Si Khiu quarry of pale
gray/white sandstone was uncovered in the district of Nakhon Ratchasima province, which is connected to a
lower ridge of hills running southeast that join the Dongrek Mountains (Freeman 1996, p. 52). Many trenches intersect the rock mass, isolating the blocks into pre-calculated masonry components, such as pillars and/or
balustrade material (see Fig. 12). The stone building material extracted previously from this site may have been
hewn for Prasat Non Ku and Muang Khaek Temple monuments, located a few kilometers to the east

Figure 9: (Left) Convex block extraction, Preah Vihear, Figure 10: (Center) Chisel markings, Preah Vihear quarry,
Figure 11: (Right) Stockpile of masonry, Sa Trao/Sa Krao reservoir

Figure 12: (Left) Si Khiu quarry, Figure 13: (Center) Masonry, Phnom Rung, Figure 14: (Right) Ban Kruat quarry
(Siribhadra et al. 1992, pp. 99). Shallow trenches were cut to a width usually between 15-20cm and 40-55cm of
depth, to allow the easy removal of waste debris and provide comfortable space for leverage and retrieval.
Wedges were applied horizontally and struck consecutively at the base of the rock, enabling the exposed sections to fracture evenly along the lamination of the sandstone bedrock. This separation procedure also prevented unwanted fissure damage to the adjacent material next scheduled for extraction. The tool marks observed in and around many of the working areas of the Si Khiu quarry are quite haphazard, unlike the
discipline of the chiseling procedures observed at Prasat Preah Vihear.
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Ban Kruat
The Ban Kruat Khmer quarry in Thailand spreads over a hectare, lying only a few kilometers from the Dongrek
Ridge (Freeman 1996, p. 142). The area is strewn with isolated sandstone boulders and enormous slab stones,
revealing evidence of multiple stone extraction methods. It is interesting to note that this quarry lies approximately 20 kilometers from the Phnom Rung Temple (Siribhadra; Moore 1992, p. 101) and that the same stone
splitting markings and methods are observed both at this quarry and in half worked stone masonry at Phnom
Rung Temple (see Figs. 13-14).
The technique for acquiring masonry material at Ban Kruat quarry was at its peak. The quarrymen were utilizing
the separations within the sandstone strata effectively, minimizing time and labor. Once the stonemasons understood more about the different layers and composition of strata, they started placing vertically positioned
wedges to split the sandstone completely through to the next underlying strata, as shown in Fig. 15. Other areas where the depth of the strata could not be calculated underwent a more tiresome procedure: the stone
was isolated on all sides with chisels, before inserting horizontally placed wedges to complete the detachment
process (see Fig. 16).
The author believes that the ancient stonemasons at Ban Kruat quarry used one or a number of chisels struck
consecutively in precut holes for splitting stone, together with iron or hardwood wedges, and not the "absorption method" of using water-swelled wedges, often recited from Egyptian antiquity. The size, depth and shape
of the holes are consistent with the usage of carefully aligned instruments. These were hit with successive powerful blows from a hammer to penetrate the stone by shock fractures, either along the lamination of the sandstone or across the sandstone where an underlying strata was evident.
The Khmer stonemasons used a number of points of 0.5cm in width and chisels with 1cm tips, as observed from
the marks present at many quarry sites. However, the most skillful stonemasons at Ban Kruat utilized larger and
lengthier chisels, as observed from numerous examples of diagonal extraction markings found where no exposed strata could assist the splitting procedure, like in Fig. 17. The chisel length in question is unknown, but the
evidence supports a length of at least 45 to 50 cm, and a point tapering to a width of 3 to 4cm. Such diagonal
markings are found on many of the Angkor monuments' un-faced masonry.

Figure 15: (Left) Vertical splitting, Ban Kruat, Figure 16 (Center), Figure 17 (Right): Methods for horizontal splitting

Figure 18: (Left) Modern extraction, O'Mealea quarry, Figure 19: (Center) Contemporary quarrying, O'Thmor
Dap. Figure 20: (Right) Atelier Cave, Don Enn vicinity
Beng Mealea and O'Thmor Dap
Exposed bedrock was exploited in the stream of the O'Mealea, approximately 1km to the northwest of Beng
Mealea Temple, Cambodia. It is thought the stream's purpose may have been to direct the course of water to
flow into the barray of Beng Mealea Temple (Dumarcay; Royere 2001, p.15). The quarried area is relatively
small and reveals a slight dip and strike in the stone bedding orientation, which was an advantage to the ancient stonemasons. The extraction of various sizes of building material can be observed.
It should be noted that illegal contemporary extraction of stone material was conducted within the quarry
stream (Seung 2007), which left the partially hewn block in Fig.18. The modern extraction tools used were iron
poles of approximately 1.5 m long, with ends annealed into spear points and jabbed accordingly. The same
methods were also used 1 km to the northwest, near the ancient exploits at O'Thmor Dap, which now supply
masonry blocks for the conservation activities initiated by Apsara heritage projects in Angkor (see Fig. 19).
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A German team recently investigated the O'Mealea riverbed and O'Thmor Dap quarry to determine the petrography of the bedrock. The research concluded that the exposure of sandstone in this vicinity is slightly
more argillaceous than the arkosic sandstone commonly used for masonry material throughout the Angkor
monuments. The stone from the riverbed and the contemporary quarry are composed of clay minerals with a
high content of kalium, suggesting that the new term of "greywacke" sandstone is a more accurate classification for this type of stone (Reucher et al. 2007, p. 625).
Phnom Bei
The ancient bedrock exploits known as Phnom Bei are located at the southeast foothills of Phnom Kulen, near
the contemporary quarry of O'Thmor Dap. These quarries of fine-grained, blue-grey sandstone could be responsible for stone that produced detailed sculptures (Giteau 1965, p. 33) and architectural masonry, such as
false doors, lintels, colonettes and pedestal components. Lafabreque observed several large quarries in this
area, which are shallow in depth and exposed close to the surface (Delvert 1963, p. 481). Currently, this area
still lies within an un-cleared mine zone of military ordnance.
Don Enn
There are many undocumented quarrying sites throughout the Don Enn area, located at least 5-10 km to the
west of O'Thmor Dap. Numerous remains grant evidence of stone carving, such as spoil heaps alongside an
exhausted quarry site that functioned as a sculpture atelier. Markings left from dragging stone material over
bedrock are seen in the workshop area close to a partially quarried stream. The small stone cave in Fig. 20 presumably provided shelter for pedestal carving. Fig. 21 shows one of the many areas where large exposed
weathered boulders had bedrock extracted directly below the base, especially on sections that could provide sounder material. Fig. 22 shows evidence of pick markings below a large boulder.

Figure 21: (Left) Quarry, Don Enn. Figure 22: (Center) Pick markings, Don Enn. Figure 23: (Right) Stock masonry.

Figure 24: (Left), Figure 25: (Center) Quarries west of O'Thmor Dap, Figure 26: (Right) Khmer Pit Quarry,
Fig. 24,25 are represented in the map of relevant sites (Fig. 2), as two examples of several quarries found approximately within 3 km west of O'Thmor Dap
It is understood that water buffalo "bullock trains" or elephants hauled much of the stone masonry to Angkor.
Other means of transportation included waterborne rafts along numerous seasonal canals, excavated for directing water to large reservoir barays. The Don Enn quarry area also features a group of dressed stone masonry blocks in procession down an embankment. The blocks are directed in a single file towards a seasonal
canal, presumably waiting for transportation to a construction site. Fig. 23 shows a couple of these blocks.
PIT QUARRYING
The methods of contemporary pit quarrying at O'Thmor Dap, shown in Fig. 19, are not dissimilar to the ancient
Khmer extraction of stone. The need to quarry material in minimal time dictates whether or not overburden
excavation is undertaken. Therefore, the perimeter and design of a quarry usually follows the exposed bedrock that is free of soil and debris.
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An abandoned ancient quarry pit was left at a face height of 5 m (Dumarcay; Royere 2001, p. 14). According
to Dumarcay, this depth was troublesome for the Khmer quarrying engineers due to the difficulty in retrieving
the stone. This explanation is plausible, although the ancient Khmer engineers did possess methods and techniques to install scaffolding for temple monument construction that greatly exceeded the height of 10 meters.
The author believes the reason for the abandonment of certain pit quarrying can be understood and recognized from observations between the Don Enn area and Phnom Bei, where the ancient Khmer pit project in
Fig. 26 can be observed (this site is represented in the map in Fig. 2 as pit, approximately 1 km northeast of an
ancient transport canal). During the rainy season, quarry pits are submerged in water, so excavations could
not continue to a greater depth. Rainwater contained in the pits slowly diminishes during the dry season, enabling later expansion. New stages of quarrying could be attained from the same site by opening the quarry
space for water release prior to the next wet-season, thus the quarry could develop and operate season by
season until the bedrock was leveled and commenced again. However, it could have taken some time for
the ancient Khmer master masons to understand how to adapt their working schedule to the seasonal
changes and the extreme annual rainfall. Fig. 27 shows one of the several submerged contemporary quarry
pits at O'Thmor Dap. Rainfall continues to be a deterring factor in quarrying activities even today.
STONEMASON GRAFFITI
Graffiti is regarded as a tool to support the processes necessary for architectural planning and construction
procedures in many ancient cultures. It was applied to stone as an important means for directing communication between stonemasons and engineers during building procedures, instructing the location of masonry material to monuments (Arnold 1990, p. 12).
Ancient Khmer stonemason graffiti is present in numerous situations, locations and frequency amongst architecture and quarries. Examples of ancient Khmer graffiti are commonly witnessed on uncompleted monuments supporting undressed stone masonry. Phnom Rung Temple in Thailand, Wat Athvea and Bantea Kdei in
Angkor hold a vast variety of incised examples, which may be classified in several ways (Arahi 2000, p. 214).
Chiseled graffiti may be interpreted in certain categories, such as: 1) line markings addressing the instructional
placement of building material, and the alignment of masonry; 2) cut symbols indicating codes for easily recognizable communication to alert workers of procedures; 3) figures of animals, perhaps representing gangs or
teams; 4) banker marks identifying individuals of importance; 5) language and lettering incised to stone, possibly identifying the stone and its intended location or function.
Graffiti was found at many of the quarries surveyed, in the form of a triangular cut marking. The author believes these are symbols meant to reserve stone volume for specific architectural components other than
building blocks, such as window frames or lintels, where the similar triangular marking has also been found. The
graffiti found at Preah Vihear quarry, shown in Fig. 28, is similar to graffiti found and Phnom Rung, Fig. 29.

Figure 27: (Left) O'Thmor Dap, Figure 28: (Center) Graffiti, Preah Vihear, Figure 29: (Right) Graffiti, Phnom Rung
CONCLUSION
The resourcefulness of the ancient Khmer stonemasons, quarrymen and craftsmen is undeniable. The volume
of stone masonry acquired and the absence of material waste at the many quarries surveyed indicate exceptional stone management skills, and productivity of shear accuracy for calculating stone consumption. The research so far conducted on the ancient Khmer quarry sites, particularly within the Angkor reserve, does not
warrant the necessary amount of dimensional stone material utilized. It is therefore possible that an enormous
quantity of stone building material may have been extracted from escarpments composed of slab, boulder
and freestone debris, leaving behind little or no trace of quarry ateliers verifying ancient Khmer occupation.
Stone resources may also have been acquired in collaborative efforts during reservoir baray installations that
lie within close proximity of neighboring hillocks occupying unexposed bedrock. Through the continuing efforts
of international support by de-mining teams in Cambodia, the clearing of unexploded ordnance in areas
sought for in agricultural demand will bring to light more ruins and the extensive existence of hidden quarries
throughout Phnom Kulen and the Preah Vihear province, Cambodia. The author hopes that the information
granted in this paper may provide further comprehension to the history of man's achievements of stone extraction, and share new interpretations to the ancient workings of the Khmer stonemasons.
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